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Anti-bullying 
 

Even children at a very young age can learn to bully other children. Bullying takes many forms but is the 

consistent unkind behaviour from one person to another.  It can be physical, verbal or emotional, but it is always 

a repeated behaviour that makes other people feel uncomfortable or threatened.  

 

Children need their own time and space. It is not always appropriate to expect a child to share and it is 

important to acknowledge children's feelings and to help them understand how others might be feeling. 

 

Children must be encouraged to recognise actions that consistently lead to the accumulation of what is 

classified as bullying, and that fighting, hurting and unkind verbal comments are not acceptable behaviour.  We 

want children to recognise that certain actions are right and that others are wrong. 

 

Any form of bullying is unacceptable and will be dealt with immediately. At Clever Cloggs, we follow the 

guidelines below to enable them to deal with challenging behaviour: 

 

o Staff are encouraged to ensure that all children feel safe, happy and secure. 

o Staff are encouraged to recognise that active physical play in the early years is part of the child’s 

development and that it should be channelled in a positive way. 

o Children need to be helped to understand that using snatching to get things, is not right and will be 

encouraged to share or resolve problems in other ways. 

o Our staff are encouraged to adopt a policy of intervention when they think a child is being bullied, 

however mild or “harmless” it may seem. 

o The staff are ready to initiate games and activities with children, when they feel play has become too 

physical, both indoors or out. 

o Any instance of bullying will be discussed fully with the parents of all involved, to look for a consistent 

resolution to the behaviour. 

o If any parent has a concern about their child, a member of staff will be available to discuss those 

concerns.  

o It is only by co-operation that we can ensure our children feel confident and secure in their 

environment, both at home and in the nursery. 

 

The layout of the building will not allow children to be kept apart during the sessions. However where a parent 

requests children are given space, small group activities and time away can be given. In some circumstances a 

change of session is granted.  

  

By positively promoting good behaviour, valuing co-operation and a caring attitude we hope to ensure that 

children will develop as responsible members of society.   

 


